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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following are valid code samples for creating file
permissions?

Each correct answer represents a complete solution. Choose all
that apply.
A. FilePermission per = new FilePermission("/bin/*",
"execute");
B. FilePermission per = new FilePermission("&lt;&lt;ALL
FILES&gt;&gt;", "read");
C. FilePermission per = new FilePermission("/*", "read");
D. FilePermission per = new FilePermission("file1", "read,
write");
E. FilePermission per = new FilePermission("-", "read,
execute");
F. FilePermission per = new FilePermission("/tmp/myfile",
"read, delete");
Answer: A,B,D,E,F

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your network contains an Active Directory domain named
contoso.com, The domain contains the servers shown in the
following table.
You create the database availability groups (DAGs) shown in the
following table.
You run the following commands.
for each of the following statements, select Yes if the
statements is true. Otherwise, select No.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation

NEW QUESTION: 3
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Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
The Batch-program 'Identify New Entries' does which two of the
following?
A. creates new fixed assets master records
B. reconciles the General Ledger to the Fixed Assets Balances
C. updates the General Ledger table F0911
D. posts amounts to the Fixed Assets Ledger
E. makes the program 'Revise Unposted Entries1 find FA entries
quicker
Answer: C,E
Explanation:
download.oracle.com/docs/cd/B28729_01/jded/acrobat/b7331ceajc.p
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